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Eurosystem collaboration
Managing well-being in a demanding project

Why a digital euro
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Key messages in the report on digital euro
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Digital euro would be a central bank 
liability made available in digital 
form for use in retail payments

Complementing, not substituting, cash and 
wholesale central bank deposits

Synergies with industry and private initiatives

Digital euro not necessary so far

Possible advantages in a range of scenarios, particularly:  

Supporting digitalisation in the European economy

Address declining use of cash as a means of payment

Tackling sovereignty concerns related to international private digital means of payment 
or foreign central bank digital currencies in the euro area

…the Eurosystem needs to be prepared should the need to introduce a digital euro arise 
in the future, and to address both the risks of issuance and not issuance 
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Public consultation: privacy first
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Record 
participation: 

> 8, 000 replies*

Design: strong preference for Privacy (43%), followed by 
Security (18%); Pan-European reach (11%); No additional cost 
(9%); Offline (8%)

Respondents expect:
• Integration with existing payment infrastructures and important role 

for banks, payment institutions and other intermediaries in 
providing digital euro services and promote innovation

• Digital euro to make cross-border payments faster and less costly

Respondents expressed willingness to adopt, test or 
contribute to the design of a digital euro

* 94% citizens, 6% professionals. Most contributions: 47% 
from Germany, 15% from Italy and 11% from France; and 
only few came from female citizens (11%)
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Insights from preliminary experimentation
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Preliminary

open design 

experimentation

• Aim at providing practical input to open design questions that 
will support subsequent policy-oriented assessments.

• Aspects covered: 
• testing the compatibility of existing central bank payment systems 

for digital euro, exploring the possible use of distributed ledgers, 
assessing the connection with electronic identity and offline 
transactions.
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Engagement with European stakeholders and 
international cooperation
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Discussions 

on topics of

common 

interest

i. Regular discussions in EU fora, including Euro Summit, 
Eurogroup and European Parliament 

ii. In joint group with the European Commission, looking at 
a broad range of policy, legal and technical questions

iii. With international groups working on CBDC, including the 
G20, G7 and group of central banks with the BIS

Mindful of the institutions’ respective mandates and independence
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Possible next steps and milestones
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Exogenous, materialisation of scenarios

Project duration uncertain

Our interest is to:
• Be prepared
• Manage risks on both sides: issuance and not issuance 

Now
Decision to issue 

digital euro
Digital euro 

available to public
Decision to 

launch project

multi-year investigation
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15 national central banks (NCBs)

Effective collaboration

Cross divisions across NCBs

4 experiments

1 research project

Successfully concluded

Collaboration 1/2: preliminary experimentations
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Covered most design questions

Focus interrelation

Knowledge broadening

Projects specialisation

Transversal topics
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Collaboration 2/2: integration, secondment, review
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“In the kitchen” integration of staff including project managers from national central banks  
actively contributing to draft the documentation to be submitted to Governing Council on the 
project

Flexible secondment: Identification of a possible framework for further collaboration, 
complementing ESCB/IO contract – feasibility to be analysed

Review sessions: 11 project managers from the national central banks delegated by the 
Eurosystem task-force to review and complement the detailed project plan on which the effort 
calculation is based

Capacity assessment in the national central banks before sourcing proposal: 
Eurosystem task-force members were invited to estimate the amount of resources national 
central banks considered they could make available to work on a digital euro project (both 
within them and by sourcing the ECB)

The Project Organisation and Control Procedures defines the framework agreed by the Governing Council to pool resources 
under a well-established governance to achieve a concrete output of value to all the Eurosystem
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Challenges related to potential digital euro project 
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Expectation for timely 
progress and need for 
smooth governance
(on Eurosystem and 

international collaborations) 

Size of project and 
staffing need 

(during preparation, project, 
new steady state)

Skill gap and sourcing of 
positions 

(ensuring quality through 
competitive process, no 
cannibalisation, timing) 

“We are treating this matter with priority and will move as rapidly as possible. But we 
also need to take the time to do it right.” (Fabio Panetta, Speech, April 2021)

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/key/date/2021/html/ecb.sp210414_1%7Ee76b855b5c.en.html
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Managing staff work and well being 
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a) Purpose and planning: setting clear project purposes and smooth 
planning for the entire duration

b) Eurosystem collaboration: continued collaboration throughout the 
project phases

c)
Work set up (e.g. establishing priorities, time management, automated 
tools, communication): currently under discussion as part of the project 
planning
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Conclusions
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• Eurosystem needs to be prepared: implications of issuing 

and not issuing a digital euro

• Eurosystem collaborative work: now and on the road 

ahead

• Management: of project and staff well being
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Q&A

Thank you for your attention! 
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